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1 Introduction 

1.1 Verlinde Formula for Irrational Theories 

One of the most fundamental problems in the study of two-dimensional conformal field 
theories (CFTs) is to compute fusion rules among primary fields. Each model of CFT 
specifies a vertex operator superalgebra as its chiral symmetry algebra. Mathematically, 
primary fields in a given model are identified with highest weight modules of the vertex 
operator superalgebra and their fusion rules are defined by the corresponding 3-point 
conformal blocks on the genus zero curve P1(C) (see e.g. [Zhu94]). When the vertex 

operator superalgebra satisfies certain good conditions (rationality and Cr co finiteness), 
fusion rules can be computed in terms of the modular S-matrix via the Verlinde for-
mula, which is originally proposed by E. Verlinde in [Ver88] and proved by Y.-Z. Huang in 
[Hua08]. Such models are referred to as rational CFTs and have been extensively studied 
in various contexts. 

Recently, a certain class of irrational chiral CFTs turns out to play an important 
role in the conjectural 2d/4d correspondence firstly investigated by C. Beem et. al. in 
[BLL +15]. One of the best studied irrational chiral CFTs is the Wess-Zumino-Novikov-

Witten (WZ~W) model associated with the simple affine vertex operator algebra Lk国），
where k is a special rational number known as a Kac-Wakimoto admissible level (see 
[KW88] for detail). D. Adamovic and A. Milas proved in [AM95] that irreducible highest 

weight Lk(sb)-modules coincic!_e with the Kac-Wakimoto admissible highest weight mod-

ules of the affine Lie algebra,s[2 of level k. Based on the celebrated modular invariance 
property of the Kac-Wakimoto characters, one can define the corresponding modular S-
matrix. However, there are no known general results about relationships between fusion 
rules and the modular S-matrix. In fact, a naive application of the Verlinde formula com-
putes negative fusion rules from the modular S-matrix. To fix this failure, T. Creutzig 
and D. Ridout in [CR13] computed an extended modular S-data and proposed a conjec-
tural Verlinde formula. We note that this conjectural Verlinde formula is verified only for 
ordinary(= s[rintegrable) highest weight Lk(sb)-modules by T. Creutzig, Y.-Z. Huang, 
and J. Yang in [CHY18]. 
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1.2 Our Result 

In this note we consider a super-analog of Creutzig-Ridout's conjecture. More precisely, 

we construct the N = 2 superconformal vertex operator superalgebra lLc(k) from the affine 
vertex operator algebra Lk(sb) by the Kazama-Suzuki supersymmetric coset construc-
tion and formulate an analogous Verlinde formula for lLc(k)・ Based on the modular S-data 
associated with irreducible highest weight lLc(k)-modules at a general Kac-Wakimoto ad-
missible level 

k= -2+ 
p -s ((p,p') E応 xZ ） >2: copnme 
p 

computed by the author in [Sat19], we obtain the following result: 

Theorem 1.1. Fusion rules among irreducible highest weight lLd_Jymodules are cor-
c（一が

rectly computed from the modular S-data in [Sat19] via the conjectural Verlinde formula. 

We divide our computation of fusion rules into two steps. First, we estimate the fusion 
rules from above by using the Frenkel-Zhu theory. Roughly speaking, the Zhu algebra 
associated to a vertex operator superalgebra Vis an associative superalgebra Zhu(V) gen-
erated by the degree preserving adjoint actions of V. More generally, in [FZ92], I. Frenkel 
and Y. Zhu constructed Zhu(V)-bimodules from highest weight V-modules. Frenkel-Zhu's 
bimodules have nice applications to the computation of fusion rules. For more details of 
the Frenkel-Zhu theory, we refer the reader to [KW94, DLM98a, DLM98b, Li99, DZ06]. 

Second, we estimate the fusion rules from below by using a ce;:tain free field realization. 
By using the oscillator representation of the affine Lie algebra sl2 =.sp2 of level k = -* 

2' 
we identify the simple vertex operator algebra L＿ら（sl2)with a Zrorbifold of the free 
bosonic /3,y-system. Then, by the Kazama-Suzuki coset construction, we realize the simple 
vertex operator superalgebra lLc1-Jsl as a Heisenberg coset of a Zrorbifold of the tensor （一引
product of the /3,y-system and the Iree fermionic be-system. This construction enables us 
to find non-trivial intertwining operators (cf. [Zhu94, Proposition 7.4]) and completes our 
computation. 

The detail of the proof will appear soon in a substantially revised version of our earlier 
draft [KS18]. 

Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank the organizer of Recent Advances 
in Combinatorial Representation Theory, online, October 5-8, 2020. 

2 Superconformal Vertex Algebra 

2.1 Notation 

We first recall the vertex operator superalgebra associated with the two-dimensional N = 2 
superconformal algebra of central charge c E C. 

Proposition 2.1 ([Ada99]). There exists a unique vertex superalgebra ye which is 
strongly generated by互 homogeneousfields L(z), J(z), G+(z), c-(z) with parity 

deg(L(z)) = deg(J(z)) = 0, deg(G士(z))= I 
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only subject to the following operator product expansions: 

L(z)L('l1］) ~ + c/2, 2L(w) ぬL(w)

(z-w)4'(z-w)2'z-w' 

L(z)G 
土 “:;±(w),OwG土(W) T u T 1 _. ¥ J (W), OwJ (W) 
(w) ~ 

(z -w)2 
, L(z)J(w) ~ ~ + 

Z - W Z - W (z -W)2z -W’ 

c/3 
J(z)J(w) ~ ~'J(z)G攣） ～ 

土G攣）
(z -w) z-w 

G刊z)G囁） ～ ＋ 
2c/3, 2L(w) + 2J(w), BwJ(w) 

(z-w)3'(z-w)2'z-w ・ 

In addition, the Virasoro field L(z) gives rise to a vertex operator superalgebra structure 
of central charge c on V竺

Remark 2.2. Every Ve-module admits a natural action of the Neveu-Schwarz sector of 
the N = 2 superconformal algebra generated by 

Ln := L(n+l), G; := ct+½)'In:= J(n), 

where 

A(n) := f凸 (z)
dz 

27f¥／可・

The Verma module狐，j,cof highest weight (h, j, c) E (C3 is a Zrgraded Ve-module 

freely generated by an even vector lh, j, c〉subjectto the relations 

Ln lh,j,c〉=Gt|h,j, C〉=lnlh,j,c〉:＝ 0 (n, r > 0), 

L。|h,j,c〉:=hlh,j,c〉, J。|h,j,c〉:=jlh,j, C〉,Clh,j,c〉:=clh,j,c〉.

We write Lh,j,c for the irreducible quotient Ve-module of Mh,;,c• 

2. 2 Oscillator Realization 

Letい（,5[2)be the universal affine vertex algebra generated by E, H, F and吋itsHeisen-
berg vertex subalgebra generated by H. Let〈(31〉and〈be〉denotethe free bosonic(3千
system and the free fermionic be-system, respectively. By using the Kazama-Suzuki coset 

construction (see e.g. [Ada99]) 

碍釘い→ Vk回） R〈be〉,

which is uniquely determined by 

G+R1曰り五ERb, G心 1→り五FR c, 1 R H rt H R 1 + 1 R 2b(-l)C, 

and the oscillator representation (see e.g. [FF85]) 

v責的）→〈(31〉； E→-(3（-1)(3，H→ -(3（-1)1, F→1(-1),, 

we construct a free field realization of v-1 as follows. 
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Lemma 2.3. There exist a unique vertex algebra homomorphism 

v-1R吋→〈約〉⑧〈be〉

such that 

G冨い合(3(-1)(3Rb,

1 
G夏 1H ⑳1(-1)1 R c, 

lRHr-+¢―R1+1R2釘，

whereが：＝ー(3(-l)Iand炉：＝ b（-1)C. 

Let lLc denote the simple quotient vertex operator superalgebra of ye. 

Corollary 2.4. The map (2.1) induces a vertex superalgebra isomorphism 

lL_1 c::-C := Com（元〈的〉⑧〈be〉)．

(2.1) 

Proof. One can verify that the induced homomorphism v-1→C is surjective by compar-
2 

ing their graded dimensions. Since 1r~ and〈(3分R〈be〉aresimple, so is C (see e.g. [ACKLl 7, 
Lemma 2.1]). This completes the proof. ロ

2.3 Spectral Flow Twist 

In this subsection V denotes〈(3T〉orlLc and A denotes釘 orJ, respectively. Since 
A。:＝ Aco)acts diagonally on V with integer eigenvalues and fixes the conformal vector, 
u := exp(1r✓二1A0) gives a vertex operator superalgebra involution of V. In addition, 
one can consider the notion of strongly (C-)graded V-rnodules in the sense of [HLZ14, 
Definition 2.25] with respect to the operator A。.Astrongly graded V-rnodule M admits 
A。-eigenspacedecomposition 

M ＝①M入

入EC

and each component M入 furtherdecomposes into finite-dimensional L。-eigenspaceswith 
the lower truncation condition. Such modules play an important role in a non-Crcofinite 

situation. In fact, neither〈(37〉norlL_1 is C2―cofinite. 
Now we recall the following construction known as "spectral flow twist". 

Lemma 2.5 ([Li97, Proposition 2,1]). Let s,s'E {O,½} and 0 E Z+s'. For aび1-2,:_

twisted strongly graded V-module (M, YM), we define 

△(0A; z) := z0A0exp（文OA£
-£ 

(-z)―£) E End(V)[z士(1-c:'l].） 
£=1 

Then the even mapping 

恥(?;z) := Y:叫△(0A;z)?; z) : V→End(M)[z士(}+|e-C’|）]

gives rise to a new u1-2lc:-c:'l-twisted strongly graded V-module M0 := (M, YMe), called a 

spectral flow twisted module of M. 
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Fusion rules are compatible with the spectral flow twist in the following sense. 

Lemma 2.6 ([Li97, Proposition 2.4]). There exists a natural isomorphism 

叫い c::cI心゚；；／）
for any Zrgraded strongly graded V-modules L, M, N, and 0 E昇 whereIO( N 

LNM) 

denotes the space of Z2-graded intertwining operators of type（ド叫・

Since all the irreducible strongly graded lLc-modules are highest weight modules and 
they are closed under taking the spectral flow twist, we only need to consider a complete 
system of representatives with respect to the twist. 

3 Fusion Rules at Central Charge c = -1 

In this section, we determine all the fusion rules among (Zrgraded) irreducible highest 
weight lL_1-modules. Our computation is divided into two steps: 

1. estimation from above by using the Frenkel-Zhu theory; 

2. estimation from below by using the free field realization. 

The Zhu algebra Zhu(V) for a vertex operator superalgebra V is firstly introduced in 
[KW94] as a natural generalization of the original one in [Zhu96]. When V = ye or lLc, 
the following isomorphism is well-known (e.g. [Ada99, Remark 1.1]) and is proved in the 
same way as [KW94, Lemma 3.1]. 

Lemma 3.1. For c EC, there exists a unique algebra isomomorphism 

C[h, q] 二➔ Zhu（閏）； h→[L], q→[J], 

where [A] denotes the natural image of A E Ve in the quotient space Zhu(V』.Moreover,
Zhu(lLc) is obtained as a quotient algebra of Zhu(Vc) ~ C[h, q]. 

Let lrr(lLc) denote the set of isomorphism classes of Zrgraded irreducible highest 
weight lLc-modules and lrr(lLc)/Z denote the set of Z-orbits with respect to the Z-action 
induced by the spectral flow twist. From the classification result in [Ada99, Theorem 7.2] 
and direct calculation, we obtain the following. 

Proposition 3.2. The disjoint union 

{£(€) ：＝£§&，が，ー1,II£(€) | € E {0，土表｝｝旦 {£j:= £-½-i炉，如，ー1,II£jljEC}

(resp. { £(c), I1£(c) IEE {O, ½}} LJ {£j, IT,Cj I j ES}) 

gives a complete representative set of lrr(lLc) (resp. lrr(lL』/Z),where 

s := { X + YA|―｝さ x<ふx¢｛士｝｝， yE股｝

and IT stands for the Zrparity reversing functor. 

The corresponding irreducible left Zhu(lL_1)-modules are denoted by 

{C(€),I1C(€) | € E {0，土½}} u {cj, rrcj Ii E c}. 
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3.1 Estimate from Above 

We set a Zrgraded structure on 

M :=〶 CC[xe, Xr, y]此，b,

a,bE{0,1} 

by deg(!心ゅ） ＝a+ b for f E C[xt, Xr, y]. For j E C, we define a Zrgraded C[h, q]-
bimodule structure巧 onM by 

h.f叫，b:=四f如，b,q.j如，b:= (y+j+a-b)f叫，b,

f如，b・h:=叫f如，b,f叫，b,q:= yj如，b・

Then there exists a unique Zrgraded C[h, q]-bimodule isomorphism 

Mj := (M，巧）二➔ Zhu(Mh,j,c) 

such that ゆa,b → [(G~!)a(G二 !llh,j,c〉 ]for a, b E {O, 1}. 

Lemma 3.3. The kernel of the natural surjective (C[h, q]-bimodule homomorphism 

Mi ~ Zhu(Mu,-
3'3' 

1) • Zhu(£(½)) 

has a set of explicit generators. 

Lemma 3.4. Assume that j ES and set s := iJ-Then the following vector 

X1 := (4(s -l)L-1 + 3(s -l)(s + l)L1 + 4G~½G=½) 1-½(1 + 3茫），s,-1〉

gives an even singular vector in JV[甘(H3s2),s,-i・ In addition, the kernel of the natural 

surjective <C[h, q]-bimodule homomorphism 

Ms c:::: Zhu(M甘(1+3茫），s,-1)→Zhu(JV[_i(1+3茫），s,-1!〈X1〉)

has a set of explicit generators. 

By Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4, and [Li99, Proposition 2.10], we obtain the following. 

Proposition 3.5 (Koshida-S.). For E, E'E {O, ±i ,E'E {O,ぢ｝， j,j'ES,andj''~{｝｝＋昇 we have 

dlmIO（喜旦゚に））＝ ｛ば冒 ：［口，；＝＋［二°n;。。=-I, 

(OIO) otherwise 

dim IO(;:,(：い）＝ （010), 

dimIO(£f' ） < （1|0) ifJ”=j＋ふ
£（｝）も―{（O|0） otherwise, 

dimIO(£J’'） ＜ （O|1) ifJ”= j +j' 士¾,
£J £]＇- {(O|0) otherwise. 
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Remark 3.6. Since we have isomorphisms 

£（士¥）土1-:II£ （干½), L(Ot'::::'£(0), £（士¥)V-£（干½),

where (?t stands for the contragredient dual, the symmetry of intertwining operators 
(see e.g. [HL95, §7]) and Lemma 2.6 imply 

IO(£(；:ぢ;_｝）） ~IO(£(t)（聟(O))~IO(£(O:（智け）） ～C1|0 

and 

叫瓜゜:い)~IO(£（贔゜喜＿½))'.::::'(COil
3.2 Estimate from Below 

Let A = za+ + za-be a lattice equipped with the non-degenerate symmetric integer 
form defined by〈a土，a土〉＝土1and〈a+,a-〉＝ 0.The Friedan-Martinec-Shenker (FMS) 

bosonization is an embedding of〈/3分tothe lattice vertex algebra VA defined by: 

応〉→ VA; /3→|a+ +a―〉, 7 → -a土iI-a+ -a―〉.

For (£,入） EC叫wedefine 

II£（入） ：＝ II(fo―十入（砧＋a―)＋Z(a+ + a―)） ＝會'.J'A,Pa-+(n十入）（a++a-),

where :J'A,a stands for the Heisenberg Fock :J'A-module of highest weight a. Then this 
carries a natural twisted〈(37〉-modulestructure via the FMS bosonization. More precisely, 
we obtain the next lemma. 

Lemma 3.7. Let(J'be the involution of〈(37〉definedin §2.3. For£ E ½Z, the vector space 
II心） carriesa natural(J'2e-twisted strongly graded〈(3T〉-modulestructure. Moreover, the 
(J'2£-twisted〈(37〉-moduleIle（入） isirreducible if入tf_Z.

Now, by using Corollary 2.4, we obtain the following. 

Proposition 3.8. For j E S and b E Z, we have isomorphisms 

and 

〈(37〉RVz丑:Brr0 (L(o)-0 ®屯，⑪O ① £(½)-0 Rぢ，汎(O+}）)
0EZ 

＂デ (2j ＋½) R Vz c::: 〶 II切J+O® ぢ，占(J+0＋浮）
0叶Z

of Zrgraded strongly graded lL_1 R缶2-modules.

The next proposition follows from the result by D. Adamovic and V. Pedic. 
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Proposition 3.9 ([AP19]). For any 

(Ji,八） EZ x (C¥Z) (i E {1,2,3}，ふ十入2rf_ Z), 

we obtain the following fusion rule among〈(31〉-modules:

田（ふ） II凸）） ｛。。therwise.
dimIO(IIい） ＝ lift E {0, 1} andふ＝ふ＋極

Theorem 3.10 (Koshida-S.). Assume that 

3. r 1 
j,j1,J2 ES, ]3 := J1 +必土— tt-{ 1 

4 i} ＋抒・

Then we have 

dim IO(£;員）＝（110), dim IO(,lj~jljJ = (Oil). 

Moreover, the Verlinde formula in the sense of [Sat19, Conjecture 5.1] correctly computes 
the above fusion rules. 
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